
Dual Engine Portable Power.
High quality, redundant power systems.

Twin engine generator packages 
provide critical power to 
demanding operations that 
require their support equipment 
to supply the highest level of 
performance.

Put simply - down time is not an 
option - regardless of the cause.

Dual engines and large fuel 
tanks allow for long run times - 
and highly efficient operation.  

Auxiliary Winding Design
For the same power, a machine with an auxiliary 
winding is lighter and smaller than a machine with 
PMG.  The auxiliary winding system has got a much 
higher motor starting capability.

The Mecc Alte system certainly has advantages 
in terms of the motor starting capability and the excitation power 
available, as well as in size and costs.

Mecc Alte generators come with a 2 year limited warranty. 

All voltages, all the time.
State of the are electrical distribution and power 
management.  Self contained NEMA 4 electrical 
enclosures house all electrical components; 
shielding them from dust, water, debris.

Multi-Voltage Distribution-
Single Phase:
8 x 120v - 20 amp Straight Blade Duplex
10 x 125/250v - 30 Amp Twistlocks
6 x 125/250v - 50 amp Twistlocks

208v Three Phase:
30 Amp - Pin and Sleeve
60 Amp - Pin and Sleeve
100 Amp - Pin and Sleeve

480v Three Phase:
30 Amp - Pin and Sleeve
60 Amp - Pin and Sleeve
100 Amp - Pin and Sleeve

600v optional with transformer skid

Cooling System Designed for Extreme Conditions- designed and engineered to 
perform in extreme cold and heat - delivering reliable performance regardless how the 
environment challenges us. 

Extreme Cold Operation- tight, insulated enclosure design combine with a recirculating 
air flow that is automatically deliver the best performance based on outside 
temperature.  Unit automatically monitors engine and generator parameters, outside 
conditions and adjusts automatically to deliver the best performance.  Design allows 
for heated air to be circulated throughout engine compartment keeping internal 
components warm and operating at peak performance, even in arctic conditions.

Internal 2000 litre capacity fuel tank
Transport Canada certified - internal fuel fill has a separate 20 litre 
containment tank - reduce risk of accidental fuel spill.   UN/UL approved.
Full Fluid Containment
Even in event of catastrophic failure - all fluids will be contained in the 
unit. 110% fluid containment with external drains

Routine maintenance intervals 
are doubled - and risk of 
downtime due to mechanical 
failure is cut in half.

Uninterrupted power supply can 
supply critical operations with 
high grade power - even when 
switching between power units.

Designed to exacting 
performance standards for tough  
Canadian conditions. 
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Synchronizing Control

Demanding applications can’t 
afford to shut down - high operating 
costs and tight deadlines mean a 
shut down for something as simple 

as routine maintenance can be problematic. 

The TwinGen’s control system allows switching between 
engines with a push of a button - without interrupting power 
supply.

The second engine starts, synchronizes both engines and 
takes the first engine off line. 

All of this happens with the push of a button - even during 
high loads.  Power quality is not effected during the transfer.

Driven by Safety.
Completely engineered to ANSI, 
CSA standards - manufactured 
under ISO standards - this product 
is designed to reduce risk and 
increase efficiency.
 
Safe and easy to access and operate 
entire unit.

Simple to lock out procedure, routine maintenance is even 
possible while operating and delivering power to the job.

Operator Protection:  Heat Shielding, and protection from 
moving parts come standard.

Shocker Pass butterfly style positive air shutdown device 
come standard. 

Specifications:
Prime Power: 
Standby Power:

Block Heater:
Fuel Tank Capacity:
Run Time (75% Load):

Dimensions Stowed
Lenght:
Width:
Height:
Weight (Empty):
Ground Pressure:

Tower:

Engine
Brand:
Model:
Emmisions Compliance
Electronic Governor:
Prime Power:
Standby Power:
Fuel Consumption (100% 
load):
Positive Air Shtdown:

Alternator 
Brand:
Voltage Regulation

Sound Level:

Automatic cooling control
The TwinGen utilizes an automatically 
adjusted louvre to change air flow as required 
by outside air temperature.  Interior cabinate 
temperatures remain warm in extreme cold 
to reduce fuel gelling and other issues.

91.2kW / 114 kVa
107 kW / 133.7 kVa

Diesel Fired
2000L / 529 Gal 

105 Hours

19’-3”
8’- 5”
9’-4”

19,000 Lbs.
1.3 PSI

25ft  Electric Vertical Mast

Perkins
1104-E44TAG2  

Teir III
Standard
134.1HP
148.9 HP

25.7 LPH / 6.8 GPH
Auto/Manual

Mecc Alte
Electronic / 1.5%

TBD

Portable, Heavy Duty Design
Designed to be portable, the TwinGen 
includes engineered four point lifting hooks 
- and a rugged design capable of being 
dragged around sites.

Cavalier Industries Ltd.
Toll Free: 888-483-4843

It’s about understanding the application.
There is no sense in using advanced technology 
unless its simple, safe, and reliable.  Our focus is 
to supply equipment that provides unparalled 
performance.

Deployment and operating procedures are 
straight forward, simple - and intuative and easy 
for the operator.  

Uptime, delivered.
High quality, redundant power systems.
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